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A

utomated shuttle buses are part of future mobility
concepts due to their flexibility and cost efficiency.
In order to enlarge the expansion of pilot operations with
automated shuttle buses, local authorities and transport
companies in particular need information on the possible
uses of the vehicles in public areas. On the basis of a bestpractice analysis and a market analysis, this paper presents requirements for pilot routes and infrastructure for
the introduction of automated shuttle buses in public areas. Furthermore, the results of the analysis are evaluated
in relation to the time horizon.
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A

utomatisierte Shuttlebusse sind durch Flexibilität
und Kosteneffizienz Teil der zukünftigen Mobilitätskonzepte. Um den Ausbau von Pilotbetrieben mit automatisierten Shuttlebussen zu erweitern, benötigen vor
allem Kommunen und Verkehrsgesellschaften Informationen zu den Einsatzmöglichkeiten der Fahrzeuge im öffentlichen Raum. Anhand einer Best-Practice-Analyse
und einer Marktanalyse werden in diesem Beitrag Anforderungen an Pilotstrecken und Infrastruktur bei der Einführung automatisierter Shuttlebusse im öffentlichen
Raum vorgestellt. Darüber hinaus werden die Ergebnisse
der Analyse in Abhängigkeit des zeitlichen Horizonts bewertet.
[Schlüsselwörter: Automatisierte Shuttlebusse; Pilotstrecken;
Infrastruktur; Anforderungen; Einsatzmöglichkeiten]

1

INTRODUCTION

The future development of mobility is primarily driven
by megatrends. These include demographic change, increasing urbanization, individualization, scarcity of resources, climate change, the increasing focus on sustainability and technological developments focussing on digitization [Ber17a; Dan19b, pp. 495ff; Rin12, p. 4; Heg18, pp.
4-7; Rit18 pp. 208ff]. The current situation in urban areas
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reveals that, as the number of inhabitants and the age of
users increases, so does transport performance [Bun18b,
pp. 218f]. This consequently leads to traffic jams, high
level of pollution and an increased demand for space for
designated traffic in cities [Kni19, pp. 6f]. In rural areas,
public transport with its rigid line management, is declining. The reduction in population and the increased demand
for individualization require flexible solutions in rural areas
[Kni19, p. 7; Heg18, p. 4]. As a result, the population in
rural areas increasingly favours motorised private transport
[Kni19, p. 7]. In order to counteract these megatrends and
ease the current symptoms of mobility, literature describes
the future mobility as efficient, organized, electric, automated, networked and safe [Ago17, pp. 22- 60; Kni19, pp.
11-20; Kag17, pp. 359-366; Sus19, pp. 19ff]. In addition, it
should be possible to use mobility systems collectively and
universally [Ago17, pp. 44ff; Kni19, p. 12]. Efficiency
means offering as much mobility as possible while simultaneously using as few resources as possible [Ago17, pp.
22ff]. This also contains implementing of new mobility services which are more flexible and demand oriented [Kni19,
pp. 12f]. Infrastructures such as roads and parking spaces,
pollution (e.g. CO2 emissions) and money are the resources
that must be reduced [Kni19, pp. 11f; Ago17, p. 22ff]. In
order to realize better use of space resources, traffic must
be organized [Kni19, p. 12]. Electric mobility is a key to
both energy system transformation within the transport sector and the reduction of CO2 emissions [Ago17, pp. 52ff;
Sus19, pp. 19ff; Kag17, pp.359ff]. The automation of vehicles has positive and negative effects [Ago17, p. 45]. If
the automated vehicles are used jointly, the number of vehicles, traffic accidents, mobility cost and emissions can be
reduced [Ago17, p. 42]. However, if automated vehicles
are only used in private ownership, the above-mentioned
indicators increase, apart from road safety [Ago17, p. 45].
Automated vehicles can be used in urban areas but are especially used in rural areas [Kni19, pp. 14ff]. There are two
facets concerning networking. On the one hand, there is the
concept of networking vehicles to better control of the traffic flow and increase safety [Ago17, pp. 45ff]. On the other
hand, there is the idea of linking all mobility systems on a
digital mobility platform (Mobility as a Service), to which
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every user has universal access [Kag17, pp. 363ff; Kni19,
pp. 12f]. The amount of land consumed by mobility can be
reduced, among other things, by reducing the number of
vehicles [Ago17, pp. 44f]. This requires a shift in the population´s attitude of mobility, moving them more towards a
culture of sharing vehicles instead of owning them [Kni19,
p.12]. In summary, future mobility is characterized by a demand-oriented and flexible supply of all population groups
with mobility offers while at the same time being cost-efficient and meeting increased ecological requirements.
One new mobility concept that meets a majority of
mobility requirements is individual public transport
[Bar20, p. 16]. It combines the flexibility of individual
transport with the capacity utilisation and economy of public transport [Bar20, pp. 16f; Lal19, pp. 40ff]. An example
for individual public transport is the automated shuttle bus
which can be supplemented by on-demand services
[Kni19, pp. 22f]. The automated shuttle bus is a minibus
used for public transport [Kol20, p. 68]. Depending on the
type, the vehicles offer space for up to 15 people and are
electrically operated [Kol20, p. 68; Kos19, p. 24]. In active
pilot operations, the routes are programmed into the shuttle
buses via differential GPS [Kol20, p. 62]. The vehicle thus
moves on virtual tracks, can detect obstacles, but most of
the time cannot avoid them independently [Kol20, pp. 62f].
In that case, the vehicle is handled by an operator via joystick, who must be present at all times in accordance with
the approval requirements [Kol20, pp. 62f; Mic17, p. 12].
According to the automation stages defined by [SAE18] the
automated shuttle buses are classified between “partially
automated and “fully automated” [Kol20, p. 63; Kos19, p.
64]. That is why the term “automated” is used in this paper.
It is anticipated that automation will offer more cost-effective operation [Kol20, p. 59]. Furthermore, the automated
shuttle bus is predestined for rural areas and low-capacity
routes in the city, where it should reduce motorized individual traffic [Kol20, p. 59; Jür20, p. 39; Kos19, p. 23]. The
electric drive is also expected to reduce pollution such as
CO2 emissions [Lab18, p. 11].
Although autonomous driving will not be achieved before 2030, the number of pilot projects with automated
shuttle buses increases [Lal19, p. 19; Kni19, pp. 17f;
Ver20a]. The potentials of automated vehicles can already
be used and experiences in public space can be gathered
[Ver20a; Kni19, pp. 22f]. The introduction of automated
shuttle buses places a number of demands on the infrastructure of the region it is entering [Mic17, pp. 29f; Mit20, pp.
67ff]. That is why it is important in pilot projects, to plan
the route for the automated shuttlebus at an early stage.
Since automated transport has not yet matured on a technological level, the requirements for the route and infrastructure must be considered in addition to legal, economic and
administrative demands before an automated shuttle bus
line can be introduced [Bra18; Bar20, p. 21; PTV19b;
PTV19a]. Therefore, the aim of this publication is to present the requirements for the pilot route and infrastructure
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necessary to introduce automated shuttle buses in public areas. For this purpose, a best practice analysis of automated
shuttle bus projects in Germany, as well as a market analysis of manufacturers of these vehicles will be used.
At the beginning of this publication, the existing literature pertaining to this topic is discussed. Afterwards, the
procedure of best practice analysis and market analysis will
be explained. The results of the analysis together with the
requirements for pilot route and infrastructure will then finally presented in the fourth chapter. In the fifth chapter the
benefit of the requirements is discussed. Finally, a summary and further research regarding this topic are given.
2

RELATED LITERATURE (STATE OF THE ART)

Automated shuttle buses have gained in importance in
recent years and the number of pilot operations has increased not only in Germany but also worldwide [Ver20a;
Bak18]. The beforementioned trends in Chapter 1 promote
this development. Due to their innovative value, most pilot
operations are conducted within the framework of research
projects or in cooperation with research institutions
[Ver20a]. They range from the investigation of potential
applications of automated shuttle buses and user acceptance (social and economic aspects) to the testing of
technology development and safety as well as the analysis
of the legal basis for autonomous driving [Aza19, pp. 2ff].
The pilot projects are usually evaluated and documented in the literature in two ways. On the one hand, the
individual pilot operation with automated buses is analysed
and described in detail in the form of a report or a case
study. On the other hand, the projects on automated shuttle
buses are summarised in the form of general overviews or
literature reviews, which usually contain the key data and
the most important goals/ findings of the projects. The
comparisons of the projects serve to generalise the results
and to derive specific recommendations for the planning
and implementation of pilot operations.
Most pilot operations and research projects are currently being implemented in Europe [Aza19, pp. 2ff;
Pes16, pp. 1ff]. A prominent example of the cooperation
of European shuttle bus manufacturers, co-funded by the
European Union's Seventh Framework Programme, is the
CityMobil2 project [Pes16, pp. 1ff]. The pilot operations
took place in seven European cities between 2012 and
2016 [Pes16, pp. 1ff]. The aim of this big project was to
advance the vision where automated vehicles become a
part of an Automated Road Transport System (ARTS)
and to evaluate the legal and technical frameworks necessary to implement ARTS on the roads [Ale14]. The project provided important insights into the development and
integration of ARTS in urban areas [COR16]. Data was
collected on how other road users interact with automated
vehicles and a legal framework for the certification of
ARTS was designed [Pes16, pp. 1ff; COR16].
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One of the larger studies conducted in Germany on the
use of automated shuttle buses as an extension of public
transport services is based on the pilot operation in Bad
Birnbach. The study focuses on the analysis and evaluation
of the use of automated shuttles from a technical, social and
planning perspective. The investigations of the connectivity in the public transport service structure have shown, for
example, that the use of automated shuttle buses can make
a significant contribution to better connecting rural areas.
The subjects of the user acceptance study were generally
positive about the shuttle bus. The automated shuttle bus
also scored well in terms of safety. [Kol20; Bar20; Win20b;
Win20a; Jür20; Rau20]
The case study commissioned by the Federal Ministry
of Economics and Energy to the VDI Technology Center
also reflects the pilot operation in Bad Birnbach with regard
to the requirements of the legal, economic and administrative framework for the introduction of automated shuttle
buses. The case study provides valuable information for the
approval procedure of automated shuttle buses. In addition,
the example of Bad Birnbach shows that the financing of
such a project can be guaranteed by the industrial partners
on the one hand and by the communities and state governments on the other hand. [Bra18]
The Association of German Transport Companies
(VDV) maintains a general overview of current and
planned pilot operations in Germany. At the time of publication, the overview includes 44 autonomous shuttle bus
projects. For each project, the overview lists the formal
framework conditions such as the location, provider, cooperation partners, the vehicle, the goals as well as the current
status of the project. More detailed information can be
found on the respective project homepage. Whereby no or
only a few results of pilot operations for most active projects are available yet. [Ver20a]
The results of the "LEA (Klein-) Bus" research project, funded by the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure, are based on a comparison of 34 pilot
operations in Germany and around 70 pilot operations
abroad, most of which are localised in Europe. The final
report of the study illustrates important prerequisites and
possible applications for automated shuttle buses. A total
of eight categories were defined and analysed, such as vehicle technology, IT and transport infrastructure, operational effects, cost effectiveness, fields of application and
forms of operation, system acceptance, legal framework,
market development and possible business models. As an
important aspect in the implementation of the pilot operations, questions of approval and liability were identified.
The IT infrastructure plays a central role in the feasibility
analyses and the planning of the pilot operations. For example, network coverage for data communication and updating of digital maps is paramount. With regard to the
transport infrastructure, the "LEA (Klein-) Bus" project
concludes that most road infrastructures are currently not
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suitable for fully automated, connected driving. The main
point here is the importance of regular care and maintenance of the infrastructure, signage and road markings.
[PTV19a]
Similarly, [McK19b; McK19a] concludes that stops,
signage, lane markings and charging infrastructure should
be more developed. This is confirmed by the latest McKinsey studies for the USA. In order to fully exploit the potential of automated vehicles, key tasks such as integration of
autonomous vehicles with existing transit, capital planning
for an uncertain future, optimizing and redefining curb, redeveloping off-street parking, rethinking road construction
and maintenance should be addressed. [McK19b; McK19a]
Furthermore, there are standalone approaches in the
literature, which deal with the evaluation of existing infrastructure regarding the usability for automated shuttle
buses. The approach of [Sch19b] is based on the analysis
of the essential traffic and information technology requirements for the infrastructure and the identification of the
weak points using selected model regions in Germany
(Leonberg and Böblingen). The results of the analysis were
presented in the form of a flowchart (decision tree) for each
of the categories "charging infrastructure", "road equipment", "road space and road infrastructure", "data collection", "data transmission" and "platform and functionality".
The questions of the flowchart can be answered with "yes"
or "no" and are intended to provide assistance in evaluating
the suitability of a region for automated shuttle buses. For
example, the flowchart "Road space and road infrastructure" takes into account such aspects as the presence of separate bus lanes, road condition, road markings, intelligent
equipment, parking spaces and bridges. [Sch19b]
Information on the requirements for the pilot route and
the infrastructure are essential for potential stakeholders
[Kni19, p. 23]. Counties and municipalities as well as mobility providers need them for a fast and optimal decision
making for the realisation of autonomous shuttle bus lines
[Kni19, p. 23]. However, so far there are hardly any comprehensive studies that analyse the infrastructural requirements for the use of automated shuttle buses in public
transport. While the study "LEA (Klein-) Bus" [PTV19a]
carried out under the direction of the PTV Group and the
work of [Sch19b] provide some approaches for the analysis
of potential infrastructure requirements, this aspect has not
yet been sufficiently investigated in the literature. The before mentioned studies offer important indications as to
which infrastructural aspects need to be considered when
planning a pilot operation. But they do not go into more
detail about the feasibility of concrete route characteristics
such as route length, carriageway width, stops, vehicle velocities or special features such as intersections, roundabouts and traffic lights. The actual infrastructure required
for the implementation of a pilot operation is also not specified.
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Therefore, this publication aims to answer the question
of the current structural and technical requirements for a
pilot route. The objective is to give the stakeholders an
overview over the currently feasible routes and traffic situations as well as the infrastructure adjustments that may be
necessary for the pilot operation. It should be noted that the
requirements should always be considered in the context of
the current technological development of automated shuttle
buses.

39]. In this analysis, the focus is on recording the pilot projects. These results are used to derive the requirements.
Therefore, the implementation is not considered. The first
step is identifying the pilot projects. The analysis is then
further divided into three steps: Developing a catalogue of
criteria, conducting the analysis and evaluating the results.
An iterative procedure is used for the analysis. The criteria
catalogue is adapted from the basis of the analysis findings.
Identifying Pilot Projects

3

METHODICAL APPROACH

To determine the requirements for the pilot route and
infrastructure required for the introduction of automated
shuttle buses, the methods of benchmarking and market
analysis are used.
Benchmarking is a targeted way of searching for new
ideas and approaches to improve products, processes and
methods [Mer09, pp. 19ff; Töp97, p. 4]. A distinction is
made between the benchmarking of companies, of sectors
and of framework conditions [Mer09, p. 31]. The external
benchmarking of companies is then divided again into market-related benchmarking (with regard to competitors),
sector-related benchmarking and sector-independent
benchmarking [Mer09, p. 32]. Municipalities and transport
providers, which are responsible for the implementation of
pilot operations with automated shuttle buses, are equated
with companies or competitors in this methodology. The
pilot operations are products/ services of the municipalities
and transport providers. In the context of the aforementioned definition, market-related benchmarking analyses
the pilot operations of automated shuttle buses for which
municipalities and transport providers are responsible.
Benchmarking is characterised through the examination of
best practices [Sys06, p. 29]. Therefore, a best practice
analysis of pilot operations with automated shuttle buses
was carried out to determine the requirements for the pilot
route and infrastructure. This analysis is presented in Chapter 3.1.
A market analysis serves to identify the producers/
owners and examine the performance characteristics of the
products/ services offered [Pil16, pp. 85ff; Alb16, pp.
1358f]. The implementation of the pilot operations or the
selection of the pilot routes depends on the vehicles used
[REG20b]. Accordingly, the market analysis serves to
identify the manufacturers/ providers and their vehicles as
well as examine the performance characteristics of the automated shuttle buses (Chapter 3.2).
In Chapter 3.3 the methodical approach is critically
evaluated.
3.1

BEST PRACTICE ANALYSIS PILOT PROJECTS

A best practice analysis is divided into the following
steps: Identifying, analysing and implementing [Hei99, p.
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The approval of an automated shuttle bus, which is
thus the approval of a pilot operation, depends on the vehicle approval ordinance, the road traffic law, the road traffic
regulations and the road traffic approval regulations
[Bra18, p. 4]. The registration law is also regulated beyond
Germany in accordance with ECE regulation 79 [Lut17, p.
214]. However, the road traffic regulations are regulated
nationally [Lut17. pp. 217f]. In order to ensure comparability between the pilot projects, only pilot projects in Germany are analysed. In addition, only pilot operations with
an automated shuttle bus in which passengers are transported are considered. [Ver20a] and [PTV19b] provide a
detailed overview of pilot projects centred around automated shuttle buses in Germany. This is supplemented by
an own internet research.
Developing a Catalogue of Criteria
To evaluate the pilot projects, the criteria are determined using the brainstorming method and are divided into
six categories:
1.

Vehicle-related criteria

2.

Route-related criteria

3.

Communication technology-related criteria

4.

Legal criteria

5.

User/provider-specific criteria

6.

Organisational criteria

Vehicle-related criteria include the designation of the
vehicle, passengers to be carried and speeds of pilot operation. The route length, number of stops and special features
of the route (e.g. roundabouts and intersections) are determined under the route-related criteria. The communication
criteria include the communication of the vehicle with a
control centre or traffic lights. As already explained, the approval of the vehicle is necessary for the pilot operation.
Criteria concerning the type of approval, the competent authorities and the duration of the approval process are part
of the legal criteria. In order to be able to evaluate the implementation of the pilot operation with regard to the user
and provider, for example, it will be determined whether
the use is free of charge, whether a user survey will be carried out and whether there have been accidents in the operation. With the help of the organisational criteria, the
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processing steps, the time schedule and the infrastructural
adjustments are identified.
Execution of the Analysis
The analysis of the pilot projects of automated shuttle
buses is largely based on internet and literature research.
This is supplemented by telephone interviews and personal
visit to selected pilot operations. Due the lack of contact
persons for the pilot projects and the higher expenditure of
time and personnel, this is the chosen approach. For each
pilot project the criteria catalogue was filled in as much as
possible. Each piece of information is provided with a reference to the source. The analysis was carried out between
October 2019 and June 2020 (deadline on 09.06.2020).
Evaluating Results
A total of 63 projects with automated shuttle buses
were identified in the analysis. In the first step of the evaluation, the degree in which the respective criteria catalogues were filled out, was observed. In order to be included in evaluation, information on either the vehicle or
route or on the pilot operation had to be available. This filter reduced the number of projects to 49. The results from
the individual criteria catalogues were summarised within
the categories in order to evaluate and compare the individual criteria (see Chapter 4).
3.2

MARKET ANALYSIS AUTOMATED SHUTTLE
BUSES

Infrastructure" and "Organisation (time estimation/ pilot
route)". The individual questions are largely taken over
from the criteria catalogue for the pilot operations and
partly supplemented.
For the implementation of a pilot operation, it is important to know how fast the vehicles are driving, how
many passengers can be transported, whether the vehicles
are barrier-free and which road widths and gradients they
can be driven on. These criteria were, among others, queried in the category "Vehicle/ Performance Data". Questions pertaining to the automation level of the vehicle,
weather-related restrictions and control in the intersections
are part of the category "Steering". In order to test communication with the infrastructure, possible interfaces, V2X
technologies of the vehicle and infrastructure requirements
were queried in the third category. Finally, the providers
were asked about the preparation time of a pilot operation,
an approval of the vehicle, requirements for the pilot route
and their experiences with the implementation of a pilot operation.
Conducting of the Survey
As part of a "Request for Information" (RFI) in preparation for a public tender for an automated shuttle bus, the
questionnaire was sent by e-mail to all 13 identified providers. The providers were given 14 days to answer the
questions. The survey was conducted in October 2019.
Evaluation of the Questionnaire

Similar to [Pil16, pp. 85f] and [Alb16, p. 1358f], the
market analysis procedure is divided into four steps. First,
the providers of automated shuttle buses are identified. Before the survey is conducted in the third step, the questionnaire is designed in the second step. The results are then
evaluated.

A total of three completed questionnaires were returned (EasyMile, Navya, Local Motors). Furthermore,
there was a personal interview with e.GO MOOVE GmbH.
The answers provided from individual manufacturers were
then evaluated separately for each category and compared
with one another. The results are presented in Chapter 4.

Identifying Providers

3.3

As with the best practice analysis, the market analysis
focuses on providers of automated shuttle buses used for
passenger transport. For the market analysis, it is irrelevant
whether a provider´s automated shuttle bus is already in pilot operation or whether the provider's vehicle has not yet
been used in public. Based on the internet and literature research on pilot projects in Germany, Europe and worldwide, the providers of automated shuttle buses could be
identified. The providers are differentiated between manufacturers (e.g. EasyMile, Navya, Local Motors) and operators (e.g. Transdev Group S.A., Keolis S.A, ioki GmbH). A
total of 13 providers were identified, of which three act as
operators.

The key figures of sample size and usage rate are suitable for evaluating data quality [Die04, p. 25]. In this chapter, the population and the survey methodology of the best
practice analysis and the market analysis are thus critically
evaluated. The creation of the criteria catalogue, the questionnaire and the data evaluation are not included in this
evaluation.

Designing the Questionnaire
The questionnaire is divided into four categories, "Vehicle/ Performance Data", "Steering", "Communication/
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CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE METHODOLOGY

Best Practice Analysis
The data quality of the survey can be improved by increasing the population of the analysis [Die04, p. 25]. This
would be possible if further pilot projects from Europe (or
worldwide) were considered. However, this would result in
an increase of the survey effort. In addition to the higher
number of data sets, communication with international project teams may also be more complex. The comparability
of the pilot projects due to the different legal regulations
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must be checked first. For these reasons, the authors have
decided against increasing the sample size in the best practice analysis (see Chapter 3.1). The data collection is
mainly based on internet and literature research. A disadvantage of this survey form is that not all information on
the projects are available in the media. In addition, a large
part of the information is based on newspaper articles and
project homepages, some of which provide inconsistent information on the projects. To obtain a better response rate
(49 of 63 projects), a personal survey of the individual pilot
projects would be suitable. However, this would have been
much more time-consuming, since the contact people have
to be identified first.

The low utilisation rate of four answers shows that the survey methodology can be improved. As with best practice
analysis, a personal survey could have been carried out and
would probably have generated a larger data set. More specific questions could also have been asked in a personal dialogue on the feasibility analysis of the pilot routes carried
out by the shuttle bus manufacturers. This would have
made it possible to obtain a more detailed overview of the
manufacturers' requirements for the pilot routes. But this
approach requires more time and human resources.
In principle, both analyses could have generated better
data with more effort. This should be considered in future
research regarding this topic.

Market Analysis
4
In order to determine the providers of automated shuttle buses, the pilot projects in Germany, as well as worldwide, were examined with regard to the vehicles used. As
a result, a sample size of 13 providers was derived. According to the authors, this sample size includes the most important providers of automated shuttle buses and does not
need to be increased.
Table 1:

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

The results in this chapter are based on the literature
presented in Table 1. In the text in Chapter 4 the literature
is therefore no longer mentioned, unless explicit examples
are given.

Literature overview Chapter 4

Topic

Literature

Cities with pilot operations [Ver20a; Dan19a; Sch18; Reu17a; I-A19; Ing17; Bön20b]
(Chapter 4.1)
Active pilot operations/
[Ver20a; Sch18; Dan19a; Reu17a; I-A19; Ing17; Bön20a; Sta20c; Ber20b; Süd20b; Ham20; FZI20;
Duration of Pilot operations Lan20; Jan20; Eur20b; Ant20; Sta20f; ESW19; Reu18a; Süd20c; Eur20a; Rhe20; Sta18a; Red19;
(Chapter 4.1)
Süd18b; Lei20; Sta20e; Bec20c; Tec20c; Cha20; EUR20; Reu18b]
Manufacturers and Number [Ver20a; Kin19; App20; EUR20; Ing17; Lan20; Lud18; Ver18; Reu17a; Bön20a; Bec20c; Reh20;
of vehicles (Chapter 4.1)
Reu18b; Aac19; Dig20; I-A20; Hey19; Sta20e; Fra19; Süd20b; Eur20b; Rhe20; Tra18; Pan19; Kli20;
Süd18b; Tec20e; Beu19; Bil20b; Reu18a; Ver17; Sta19e; Mül19; Adl16; Sta20d; Str20; ESW19;
REG20c; Nav19; Bec20a]
Market analysis
(Chapter 4.2)

[Eas20; Nav20; e.G20b; Loc20; Eas19; Nav19; Loc19; e.G20c; Ste19; Tec20e; Sta20b; Fro19;
Rai18; HEA19; REG16; Ber20a; Wie17; Nöb18; Wes19; Mär19b]

General Requirements
regarding route
(Chapter 4.3)

[Sta19a; e.G20a; I-A20; Lat18; Bra18; Sta20h; Tec20a; Ber17b; EUR20; Kug19; Joa17; Kah19;
Sch19a; Reu17b; Rhe19; Tra18; HEA19; Bun20; FZI20; Ver20a; Ver20b; Ver20e; Syl19a; Süd18b;
Süd20b; Bie18; Eur19; Bil20a; Ber19; Rhe18; Ver20d; Reu17a; Sta19c; Mün20; Kin16; Sta20e;
Woc20; Bön20b; Str20; Bec20b; ESW20; Sch18; REG20a; Cha20; Sta20g, Ver20c]

Route length
(Chapter 4.3)

[Sta19a; e.G20a; Lat18; Bra18; Sta20h; Tec20a; Ber17b; Kug19; Nut20; Sch19a; Reu17b; Rhe19;
Tra18; HEA19; Bun20; FZI20; Ver20b; Ver20d; Ver20e; Ver20c; Syl19a; Süd18b; Beu19; Süd20b;
Bie18; Eur19; Ber19; Rhe18; Reu17a; Sta19c; Mün20; Sta20g; Sta20a; Str20; ESW20; Sch18;
REG20a; REG19; Eas19; Nav19]

Number of stops
(Chapter 4.3)

[Sta19a; e.G20a; Lat18; Bra18; Sta20h; Ber17b; Kug19; Nut20; Sch19a; Rhe19; Reu17b; Tra18;
HEA19; FZI20; Ver20b; Ver20d; Ver20e; Ver20c; Syl19a; Süd18b; Beu19; Süd20b; Eur19; Ber19;
Rhe18; Reu17a; Sta19c; Mün20; Kin16; Sta20g; Sta20a; ESW20; Sch18; REG16]

Special features
(Chapter 4.3)

[Sta19a; Sta19d; e.G20a; Bön20b; Lat18; DB 20; Sta20h; Ber17b; Cha20; Sta18b; Flu19; Cha18; Nut20;
Kah19; Reu17b; Rhe19; Rie19; Tra18; HEA19; Ham20; FZI20; Ver20b; Ver20d; Ver20e; Ehr19; Syl19a;
Süd18b; E-M18; Tec20d; Jul18; Süd20b; Bie18; Eur19; Ber19; Rhe18; Reu17a; Mün20; Mül19; Sta20g;
Str20; Bec20b; REG16; Ric18; Eas19]

Infrastructure
(Chapter 4.4)

[Lat18; DB 20; Sta18b; Flu19; Kug19; Süd20a; Eur20b; Wil17; Rhe19; Rie19; HEA19; FZI20;
Syl19b; E-M18; Süd18a; Tec20b; Lüb19; Lei19; Jul18; Köh19; R+V18; Sta19b; Nel19; Kin16;
Sta20g; Poh19; Sta20d; 3sa19; Mär19a; Eur20a]
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4.1

GENERAL RESULTS OF THE BEST PRACTICE
ANALYSIS

The 49 pilot operations with automated shuttle buses
to transport passengers are realised in 35 different cities in
Germany (see Table 2).
Table 2:
Pilot operations with automated shuttle buses in
German cities [Ver20a; Dan19a; Sch18; Reu17a; I-A19; Ing17;
Bön20b]

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, however, it is likely that
many projects will be postponed. The duration of the operation of automated shuttle buses is very diverse. For 15 projects a period of less than half a year is planned. In Oberhausen, for example, it lasted four days [Ver20a]. In
contrast, another 15 projects are planned to run for more
than a year. In Bad Birnbach, for example, the pilot operation has already lasted for almost three years [Ver20a]. The
remaining pilot projects are either between the two categories or no information could be researched.
There have already been 35 vehicles used in pilot operations and further 43 automated shuttle buses are scheduled for the planned pilot operations. These statistics do not
consider that vehicles have been used more often, as for
example by the R+V insurance company or the project in
Eberbach Castle [Bön20a; Reu17a]. The two French manufacturers EasyMile and Navya provide the majority of
shuttle buses. The two German manufacturers e.GO
MOOVE GmbH and IAV GmbH are the third and fourth
biggest manufacturers. In almost all pilot projects with automated shuttle buses, the transport companies, as future
operators predestined, are involved as leaders. They get
usually support by the respective municipalities and topic
related research institutes.

According to the definition of rural and urban areas by
[Bun18c], 36 pilot operations are located in urban areas,
including the largest cities in Germany, such as Berlin, Munich, Hamburg and Frankfurt am Main [Bun18a]. The fact
that 13 operations are also being carried out in rural areas
(e.g. Bad Birnbach, Wusterhausen and Sylt) shows the
wide range of possible applications for automated shuttle
buses [Bun18a]. Currently eleven pilot projects are in operation (e.g. Wusterhausen, Lauenburg and Kelheim) and
23 pilot projects are planned (e.g. Hamburg, Aachen and
Stolberg) [Ver20a; Lan20; Ham20]. The remaining 15 pilot
projects have already been completed. Two projects in Berlin and the pilot operations in Lahr and Mainz are examples
of completed pilot operations [Ver20a]. The first pilot operation was carried out in 2016 [Ver20a]. Thereafter, the
number of approved pilot operations increased up to 24 pilot operations planned for 2020. Only two additional pilot
operations are planned for 2021.

Table 3:
e.G20c]

4.2

GENERAL RESULTS OF THE MARKET ANALYSIS

Table 3 shows the technical data of the four automated
shuttles collected in the market analysis. All four vehicles
are electric buses, which is why their performance in terms
of maximum speed and operating time is below that of conventional diesel buses. Due to their smaller dimensions,
they can also carry fewer passengers than conventional regular buses. Besides the automated driving mode, the shuttle
buses can also be controlled manually by an operator. In
the case of three providers, the manual control is possible
with a remote control or a joystick. In this case the operator
can stand. On the contrary to this, the e.GO People Mover
has a driver's seat with a steering wheel. All four buses are
designed to be barrier-free with an extendable ramp. According to the manufacturers' specifications, the vehicles
can only drive on roads with a driving width of at least three
metres. Otherwise the sensors will force the vehicle to stop.
The same applies to underpasses, which should also be at
least three meters high.

Vehicle data/ performance data of automated shuttle buses [Eas20; Nav20; e.G20b; Loc20; Eas19; Nav19; Loc19;
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The technical data from the manufacturers of automated shuttle buses were compared with the results of the
best practice analysis. Currently, the highest speed realised
of an automated shuttle bus in public areas is 18 km/h. This
is due to the approval of the bus. The vehicle and the route
get a special permission by the respective state authorities
on the basis of a report from a technical service [Bra18].
This speed is achieved in projects in Kelheim, Keitum and
Lauenburg [Tec20e; Sta20b; Fro19]. Here the maximum
speed deviates from the technical performance of the vehicles (25 km/h). However, an increase of speed can be observed over the time. In one of the first pilot operations by
“R+V-Versicherung” in 2017, only 11 km/h were reached
[Rai18]. The project “HEAT” in Hamburg has the goal to
drive 50 km/h on public roads in 2021 [HEA19]. The data
on battery capacity (see Table 3) deviates only slightly
from the values of the best practice analysis. In Wusterhausen, the EZ10 from EasyMile is estimated to last nine hours
[REG16]. This is sufficient for daily operation there
[Ste19]. There are also deviations regarding the number of
passengers. In some pilot operations, e.g. in Lauenburg,
only seats are offered, as standing during transport is too
dangerous due to the abrupt braking of the bus [Ste19;
Tec20e].
In pilot operations, the route to be driven is programmed into the vehicle [Tec20e; Ber20a]. The vehicle
orientates itself while driving on the basis of virtual lines.
In motion it detects obstacles such as other vehicles and
people and brakes automatically [Nav19]. When the shuttle
bus is being overtaken, in most cases it will also brake
[Ste19]. If the vehicle has to leave the route, for example to
bypass an obstacle, the shuttle bus is usually controlled
manually by an operator [Tec20e; Ber20a]. In complex
traffic situations such as intersections and roundabouts, the
steering depends from the use case. In some situations, the
control is performed by the vehicle and in other situations
it is performed by the operator [Nav19; Tec20e]. The operator is always in the vehicle while driving, which is currently required by law [Kol20]. Since the shuttle buses need
an operator when driving, they cannot be described as autonomous, but highly or partially automated (according to
the level of automated driving) [Wie17]. In addition to the
stored route, the shuttle bus orients itself using sensor technologies such as camera systems, radar and LiDAR sensors
[e.G20b]. The current capabilities in the field of sensor
technologies complicate operation during heavy rain,
heavy snow and fog [Tec20e]. For this reason, the operation in Wusterhausen was interrupted on two days [Ste19].
So far there have been three accidents in the pilot operations with automated shuttle buses, however, as for example in Bad Birnbach, the other party was always responsible
[Nöb18; Wes19; Mär19b].
4.3

REQUIREMENTS OF PILOT ROUTES

The requirements for the pilot routes are divided into
four sub-aspects in the following. At first the general
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requirements and afterwards specific requirements regarding route length, number of stops and special features along
the routes.
General Requirements
As already explained in Chapter 4.1, automated shuttle
buses can be used on pilot routes in urban areas as well as
in rural areas. With regard to the spatial constellation, 13
pilot operations are carried out on private land but also 36
projects are carried out in public areas. In public area the
automated shuttle buses have already contact, with all kind
of traffic (pedestrians, cyclists, cars, buses, trucks and special vehicles such as ambulances). It is noticeable that, with
one exception, that future pilot operations will all take
place in public areas. This development shows, that there
are no requirements regarding the spatial constellation for
the use of automated shuttle buses. Driving in public areas
is already possible with the current state of technology.
Due to the dimensions and performance data of the vehicles (see Chapter 4.2), there are general requirements regarding the route. The road width should be at least three
metres, i.e. six metres in oncoming traffic. Underpasses
(e.g. tunnels or gates) which are located on the pilot route,
need a height of at least three meters. If the distance is less
in both cases, the shuttle bus will reduce its speed or must
be controlled manually [Nav19]. In underpasses the control
can be done by GPS or LiDAR sensors if necessary. The
gradient on the route should not exceed 15 percent and
should be as short as possible. During the pilot operation in
Marburg, the automated shuttle bus stopped as the engine
became too hot both during ascent and descent [Reu17a].
As conclusion, larger gradients can only be travelled at reduced speed [Eas19]. Regarding the road surface, e.g. cobblestones, no restrictions exist [Eas19]. A 4G network in
the area of application is recommended for the transmission
of data and is a requirement for the route [Eas19; Loc19].
Route Length
The length of the route travelled, as shown in Figure 1, varies between 0.3 km in Wiesbaden and 7.5 km in Wusterhausen, with an average of 1.97 km [Sch18; REG20a]. An
extension of the pilot routes can be observed, as the average
of the planned routes is 2.51 km. Since these pilot routes
are not yet approved, there is a residual risk of shortening
the planned routes. The length of the routes (maximum 7.5
km) is not directly specified by the automated driving function or by the performance data of the vehicles. Rather, the
reason is that automated shuttle buses currently only travel
at a low speed of 18 km/h and usually only one shuttle bus
is used in a pilot operation. In order to enable continuous
operation for passengers, it is recommended to select a
shorter route. It should also be emphasized that pilot operations usually start on a short route and are gradually expanded. In Bad Birnbach the route was extended from 0.67
km to 2.1 km and in Wusterhausen from 3.5 km to 7.5 km
[Bra18; REG20a].
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Figure 1:
Allocation of the route length [Sta19a; e.G20a; Lat18; Bra18; Sta20h; Tec20a; Ber17b; Kug19; Nut20; Sch19a;
Reu17b; Rhe19; Tra18; HEA19; Bun20; FZI20; Ver20b; Ver20d; Ver20e; Ver20c; Syl19a; Süd18b; Beu19; Süd20b; Bie18; Eur19;
Ber19; Rhe18; Reu17a; Sta19c; Mün20; Sta20g; Sta20a; Str20; ESW20; Sch18; REG20a; REG19; Eas19; Nav19]

This is also being pursued in Hamburg, where the route is
to be extended from 0.7 km to 1.84 km [HEA19]. The city
of Monheim am Rhein provides a contrary example. Due
to the completion of a construction site, which had to be
driven around, the route was shortened from 2.7 km to
1.8 km [Sta19c]. For each of the two planned projects with
on-demand traffic, a defined area is being prepared for operation. In these cases, the shuttle buses will operate flexibly on this area, depending on the passengers' wishes. Since
the stops are also flexible, there is no standardized route for
these projects.
On basis of these results the requirements regarding the
route length can be summarized as followed: From the
technical point of view there is no restriction regarding the
route length, but from the operation it is. The pilot operation should start with a shorter route. Thus, the technology
can be tested first. In addition, experience can be gathered
as to how far the bus is accepted by the users. A shorter
route is also useful to integrate a continuous operation for
passengers, when only on bus is used. But in terms of the

results shown in Figure 1, new routes should preferably exceed the average of two km. If more buses are in operation
and the users accept the shuttlebus, an extension of the
route can be done afterwards. An increasing route length
should be the goal of new pilot operations, in order to get
the shuttle buses to their technological limits.
Number of Stops
Due to the short pilot routes, the number of stops is
also low (see Figure 2). On average there are about 5 stops
on a pilot route. The number of stops on the currently
planned pilot routes is 6 stops on average. With the extension of the routes in Bad Birnbach and Wusterhausen, the
number of stops also increased. In Bad Birnbach from 2 to
5 stops and in Wusterhausen from 10 to 17 stops [Bra18,
pp. 2ff; REG16]. Due to the shortening of the route in Monheim, the number of stops was reduced from 9 to 7 stops
[Sta19c]. In the on-demand pilot operations, there is no information about the stops, as there are theoretically infinite
possibilities for boarding the automated shuttle bus.

Figure 2:
Allocation of the number of stops [Sta19a; e.G20a; Lat18; Bra18; Sta20h; Ber17b; Kug19; Nut20; Sch19a; Rhe19;
Reu17b; Tra18; HEA19; FZI20; Ver20b; Ver20d; Ver20e; Ver20c; Syl19a; Süd18b; Beu19; Süd20b; Eur19; Ber19; Rhe18; Reu17a;
Sta19c; Mün20; Kin16; Sta20g; Sta20a; ESW20; Sch18; REG16]
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The requirements for the number of stops are identical
to those for the route length. The number of stops is not
limited due to technical reasons. But a lower number of
stops should be preferred, because of short routes and operational advantages. Too many stops on a short route prevent continuous operation. Analogue to the extension of the
route, the number of stops should be increased. This should
also be the goal for new pilot operations

It is worth mentioning, that the pilot operations in Lauenburg and Drolshagen are already testing intersections with
federal roads [Tec20d; Nut20]. However, in most of these
situations the operator has to drive manually, as is the case
in Wusterhausen [Ste19]. Automated driving on these traffic points is possible, as the example in Lauenburg shows.
Here, the vehicle of Navya Arma communicates with a
light signal system, brakes and starts automatically
[Tec20e].

Special Features along the Routes
The route length and the number of stops are not directly dictated by technology, but are reasonable from the
operator's point of view. This is different for the special
features along the route. A too complex pilot route can become an exclusion criterion for the route itself. However, it
is important to gain experience with the automated shuttle
buses in complex situations. Therefore, Figure 3 visualizes
the special features of the pilot routes and how often they
are investigated in pilot operations. As several special features can be tested in a pilot operation, the number of special features exceeds the number of pilot projects. Because
not all projects list the special features of their used routes,
further research is required and hence there is no claim to
completeness. Figure 3 only contains special features,
which are tested in more than one project.
Due to the fact, that the majority of pilot operations
take place in urban cities, the allocation of special features
can be explained. Especially the intersecting traffic is a big
challenge for the automated shuttle buses as the other road
users, signs and light signal systems must be correctly recognized. Because of the complexity in these situations, the
pilot operations are testing the vehicles at signposted intersections, right-to-left situations, light signal systems and
roundabouts. Depending on the visibility and complexity
of the traffic point, there is a case-by-case decision concerning manual or automated control at these intersections
[Eas19; Nav19].

As the automated shuttle buses move in public road
traffic, they are also confronted with parked vehicles. The
detection of the parked vehicles works well and the bus
brakes automatically. However, driving around the obstacles is mainly done manually [Nav19]. Zebra crossings are
simpler for the automated shuttle bus to handle, because in
this case no obstacle has to be bypassed. This is being
tested in Frankfurt and Hamburg for example [Reu17b;
Ham20]. Due to the current capabilities in the field of sensor technology, narrow roads and driving on cobblestones
are being tested in pilot operations [Tec20d]. In order to
bring the electric motor to its limits, gradients are also
tested [Tec20d].
Although most projects concentrate on urban traffic,
country roads have particular challenges as well. The challenges are the speed difference to other road users and the
orientation of the vehicle. In the city, the automated shuttle
bus can orient itself on buildings, but this is only possible
to a limited extent on country roads. The behaviour on
country roads is currently being investigated in Bad Birnbach and Wusterhausen [DB 20; 3sa19].
In addition to the aforementioned special features,
there are some other situations, which are being tested in
different projects. In Aachen the pilot route partly leads
through a pedestrian zone [Sta19d]. A more complex situation, due to the reaction to other road users, is the lane
change on roads with multiple lanes in one direction, which
is planned to be tested in Hamburg [Ham20].

Figure 3:
Special features of the route [Lat18; DB 20; Sta18b; Flu19; Kug19; Süd20a; Eur20b; Wil17; Rhe19; Rie19; HEA19;
FZI20; Syl19b; E-M18; Süd18a; Tec20b; Lüb19; Lei19; Jul18; Köh19; R+V18; Sta19b; Nel19; Kin16; Sta20g; Poh19; Sta20d;
3sa19; Mär19a; Eur20a]
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In Berlin the automated shuttle bus is gaining experience with the handling at a construction site, whereas in
Weltenburg near Kelheim the automated shuttle bus drives
on a road without pavement [Ehr19; von17].
With regard to the requirements for the pilot route, it
can be said, that most of the complex traffic situations can
be part of the pilot route. It is even necessary to test complex traffic situations in pilot operations so that the technology of automated shuttle buses can be further developed.
Nevertheless, besides the complexity, the benefits for passengers should also be considered. As aforementioned the
shuttle bus is mostly being driven manually at complex situations. This extends the travel time. Furthermore, the
route is always approved by a technical service. Too much
complexity can therefore lead to a rejection of the pilot
route. Therefore, the requirement for the pilot route is that
it is complex enough to gain experience, but not too complex for the project to fail. Moreover, the complexity of the
pilot routes has an effect on the infrastructure requirements.
This is shown in the next chapter.
4.4

INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS

To enable the shuttle bus to operate on the pilot routes,
an adaption of the infrastructure along the route is partially
necessary (see Figure 4). Analogous to Chapter 4.3, one pilot operation can have several infrastructural measures.
Most of the infrastructural elements, which are shown in
Figure 4, are measures in active or ended pilot projects. The
infrastructural measures of the planned pilot projects are
not yet known, since the pilot route may not yet be fixed.
Therefore, Figure 4 does not claim to be complete.
Regardless of the route, a garage and a charging station for the shuttle bus will be provided [Sta18b]. Depending on the expansion of the public transport system, new
stops may have to be built for the pilot operation [Ham20].
These adjustments are not included in Figure 4, but all other
identified measures are.

In most pilot projects, signs are put up to make all road users aware of the automated shuttle bus [Süd20a]. Due to the
speed difference between the shuttle bus and other road users, as mentioned in Chapter 4.2, the maximum speed limit
is often reduced to 30 km/h along the route, e.g. in Aachen
and Bad Birnbach [Lat18; DB 20]. Since the speed difference between the automated shuttle bus and other road users is the first challenge on the country roads, the maximum
speed is also adjusted there. For example, dynamic signs
have been set up along the route in Bad Birnbach, which
reduce the speed limit to 30 km/h for all road users as long
as the shuttle bus is on the country road [DB 20]. To ensure
this, cameras were installed along the route.
If communication with traffic lights, e.g. in Lauenburg, is to be tested, road-side units are installed at the traffic lights [Tec20b; Tec20e].
According to the explanations in Chapter 4.2, the sensors react sensitively to narrow driving positions and oncoming traffic or when the shuttle bus is overtaken. In order
to simplify the smooth running of the automated shuttle bus
in pilot operation, an attempt is made to avoid obstacles as
far as possible. For this reason, route changes are implemented in the respective cities. These includes closing a
street to motorized traffic or rededicating a street as a oneway street [Sta19b; Rhe19]. To prevent the automated shuttle bus from being stopped in front of parked vehicles, parking areas are moved or stopping bans are issued [Rie19;
Sta19b]
Too meet the second challenge on country roads, landmarkers are installed along the route, as the automated
shuttle buses cannot orient themselves on the buildings as
in the city. In Bad Birnbach and Wusterhausen, landmarkers were used for driving on country roads [DB 20; 3sa19].
The landmarkers are also used on Sylt so that the automated
shuttle bus can drive through a roundabout [Eur20a].

Figure 4:
Adaption of infrastructure [Lat18; DB 20; Sta18b; Flu19; Kug19; Süd20a; Eur20b; Wil17; Rhe19; Rie19; HEA19;
FZI20; Syl19b; E-M18; Süd18a; Tec20b; Lüb19; Lei19; Jul18; Köh19; R+V18; Sta19b; Nel19; Kin16; Sta20g; Poh19; Sta20d;
3sa19; Mär19a]
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Further infrastructural measures are the widening of
the carriageway, the addition of a central reservation and
the installation of a vibration threshold. The first two
measures support the shuttle bus in its orientation, while the
third measure aims to ensure that other road users comply
with the speed limit. These measures were carried out in
Bad Birnbach [DB 20]
The aforementioned infrastructural measures are the
requirements for the infrastructure in pilot operation. Definitely a requirement is the installation of information signs,
so that user road users are informed. A further requirement
is to ensure that traffic is as fluid as possible. Therefore,
route changes and no stopping as well as change in parking
areas can be implemented. Depending on the special features of the routes and the research question, further requirements such as the change of maximum speed, installation of road-side-units and landmarks can be
implemented.
5

BENEFITS OF THE RESULTS

In summary, the results can be used in three different
ways: To determine possible applications for future projects, to optimize the development process of the pilot route
and to derive forecasts for the future development of automated shuttle buses.
The scope of services of the shuttle buses as well as
the requirements for pilot routes and infrastructure as described above can be used to determine possible applications for automated shuttle buses in future projects. With
these information decision-makers of project proposals
thus already have an overview at the beginning of the project. As a result, it is easier to assess whether the speeds are
sufficient, whether suitable pilot routes are available and
whether infrastructural measures could be implemented.
The selection process of the pilot route is divided into
four steps. First, the respective project team develops potential pilot routes. After selecting a shuttle bus, the shuttle
bus manufacturer evaluates the feasibility of the pilot route.
A pilot route is then jointly defined. That must, however,
be approved by a technical service [Eas19; Nav19; e.G20c;
Loc20; Bra18, pp. 4ff]. The requirements identified in this
paper allow the complexity of the pilot routes for the automated shuttle bus to be assessed already during the development of potential pilot routes. Thus, the project team can
develop better route proposals in advance and shorten the
process.
Finally, the results can be used to derive forecasts for
the future development of automated shuttle buses. As described in Chapter 4.1, the number of pilot operations in
Germany is increasing. This means that this promising
technology is becoming increasingly important for local
authorities and transport companies. Although fewer pilot
operations are planned in 2021 than in 2020 (see Chapter
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4.1). Moreover, the projects so far have almost exclusively
been pilot operations and not permanent offerings [Ver20a;
Cha20; Bel19]. The performance of the automated shuttle
buses is significantly lower than that of the conventional
diesel buses, which are currently mainly used in public
transport. This applies to the speed and to the automated
driving functions of the vehicles. The current state of the
art is far from autonomous driving without a driver. However, the best practice analysis shows that the performance
of the vehicles is evolving as maximum speed is increasing
due to improving automated driving functions. The growing number of shuttle bus manufacturers will also increase
the competition in this market and the progress of technology. This technical development has also an influence on
the pilot routes. Planned pilot operations will test longer
and more complex pilot routes (see Chapter 4.3). Nevertheless, numerous infrastructural adaptation measures are currently being carried out for the pilot operations. The restrictions that the measures will impose on the local
population are of importance here. Signs are not a direct
restriction for the population in contrast to route changes,
route closures or stopping bans. However, the authors also
see some of these measures as an opportunity to reduce the
number of vehicles in cities and to improve the overall traffic flow.
The authors conclude from these results that the number of pilot operations can have a positive effect on experiences with automated driving and the development of automated shuttle buses. Whether the automated shuttle bus
can be implemented in the short term (in the next few years)
as a new mobility solution in public transport and can represent a real alternative to conventional buses cannot be
predicted in general. This certainly depends on the respective use case and the further development of automated
shuttle buses [Bel19, pp. 10ff; Bra18, pp.4ff; Bar20, p. 21].
6

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

Automated shuttle buses are a future mobility concept
in public transport due to their flexibility and cost efficiency. Since pilot operation with these buses was not
launched in Germany until 2016, this is a new field of research, that is reflected in the small amount of relevant literature. There is a particular research gap in the area of requirements for pilot routes and infrastructure. However,
both are especially relevant for local authorities and
transport companies as initiators of projects with automated shuttle buses. The implementation of a pilot project
is based on the pilot route. For this reason, the development
of potential pilot routes is one of the first tasks in the project. Especially since the automated driving functions are
currently not fully developed, the pilot route and infrastructure are of special importance.
In order to determine the requirements for pilot routes
and infrastructure, a best-practice analysis was carried out
on projects with automated shuttle buses in Germany.
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Since the requirements also depend on the technical capabilities of the vehicles, the performance of the automated
shuttle buses was evaluated with the help of a market analysis. Both analyses were mainly conducted online and with
little personal contact.
The results of the best practice and market analysis are
summarised as follows: A total of 49 pilot projects in Germany were examined. Pilot projects are being conducted in
rural and urban areas. The number of pilot companies,
manufacturers and vehicles is increasing. The market analysis, in which four shuttle bus manufacturers answered the
questionnaire, shows that the promised performance of automated shuttle buses has not yet been achieved in the pilot
operations. The pilot operations are running at lower speeds
and sometimes with fewer passengers. In general, the performance of the automated shuttle buses does not come
close to that of conventional buses. Based on these results
the requirements for pilot route and infrastructure are derived. With regard to the pilot route requirements, it is apparent that on average the routes are no longer than three
kilometres and have up to six stops. These are the prerequisites for a continuous operation. If the route is extended,
the number of vehicles should therefore also be increased.
In addition, care must be taken to ensure that the width of
the carriageway is sufficient and that a gradient of 15 % is
not exceeded if possible. A good Internet connection with
4G is also beneficial. The complexity of the routes increases with crossings, traffic lights, roundabouts or multiple lanes. However, it is also the aim of the pilot companies
to push the technical possibilities of the vehicle to their limits. Therefore, by adapting the traffic infrastructure, the
journey of the automated shuttle bus can be made easier.
Minor adjustments relate to signs and road markings, while
major adjustments include stopping bans or road closures.
These results can be used in the future for preparation
and implementation of pilot operations, especially with regard to the planning of the pilot route. Although the automated shuttle bus can only be a short-term alternative in
public transport under certain conditions, the authors advocate the implementation of further pilot operations. The experience of the pilot operations can have a positive effect
on the technological development and the automated shuttlebus can be an alternative in future public transport without any restrictions.
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2019, https://www.maz-online.de/Lokales/Ostprignitz-Ruppin/Wusterhausen/Wusterhausener-Roboter-Bus-hatersten-Unfall.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[McK19a]

McKinsey & Company; What steps
must cities take to realize the full benefits of autonomous vehicles?, 2019,
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Capital%20Projects%20and%20Infrastructure/Our%20Insights/A%20new%20loo
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k%20at%20autonomous%20vehicle%20infrastructure/Infographic-Whatsteps-must-cities-take-to-realize-thefull-benefits-of-autonomous-vehicles.pdf.
Called of on 11.08.2020.
[McK19b]

McKinsey & Company; A new look at
autonomous-vehicle infrastructure,
2019, https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/capital-projects-and-infrastructure/our-insights/a-new-look-at-autonomous-vehicle-infrastructure.
Called of on 11.08.2020.

[Mer09]

Mertins, Kai; Kohl, Holger; Benchmarking - Der Vergleich mit den Besten, in:
Kai Mertins, Holger Kohl (Hrsg.),
Benchmarking: Leitfaden für den Vergleich mit den besten, 2. Aufl., Düsseldorf, Symposion Publishing GmbH,
2009, S. 19–62. ISBN 978-3939707363.

[Mic17]

Michelmann, Holger; Pauthner, EvaMarie; Mehlert, Christian; Machbarkeitsstudie zu autonomen und elektrobetriebenen Kleinbussen im Kreis Ostholstein, Berlin, 2017.

[Mit20]

[Mül19]

[Mün20]

Mitteregger, Mathias; Bruck, Emilia M.;
Soteropoulos, Aggelos; Stickler, Andrea; Berger, Martin; Dangschat, Jens
S.; Scheuvens, Rudolf; Banerjee, Ian;
AVENUE21. Automatisierter und vernetzter Verkehr: Entwicklungen des urbanen Europa, Berlin, Heidelberg.
Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2020. ISBN
978-3-662-61282-8.
Müller, Felix; Olympiapark: Bus ohne
Fahrer in München kommt!, 2019,
https://www.abendzeitung-muenchen.de/inhalt.die-mobilitaet-der-zukunft-olympiapark-bus-ohne-fahrer-inmuenchen-kommt.d8b48db1-e7ea4199-bf32-0decd50b2b45.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Münchner Verkehrsgesellschaft mbH;
Förderprojekt „EASYRIDE - Zukunft
erfahren“, 2020,
https://www.mvg.de/ueber/mvg-projekte/bus/hochautomatisiertes-fahren.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Nav19]

Navya; Autonom Shuttle, personal interview on 02.11.2019.

[Nav20]

Navya; Autonom Shuttle, 2020,
https://navya.tech/en/autonom-shuttle/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
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[Nel19]

Neller, Marc; Die Stadt der Geisterbusse, 2019,
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article194634659/Autonomes-Fahren-inMonheim-am-Rhein-Die-Stadt-derGeisterbusse.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Nöb18]

Nöbauer, Alexander; Ein Stück Verkehrsgeschichte, 2018,
https://plus.pnp.de/lokales/pocking/3120165_Ein-Stueck-Verkehrsgeschichte.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Nut20]

Nuts One GmbH; SAM – Südwestfalen
Autonom & Mobil, 2020,
https://www.sam-unterwegs.de/.cm4all/uproc.php/0/SAM%20-%20Info%20Drols
hagen%20und%20Lennestadt.pdf?_=17357f83880&cdp=a.
Called of on 13.07.2020.

[Pan19]

Pander, Jürgen; Hamburg startet Testbetrieb mit autonomem Kleinbus, 2019,
https://www.spiegel.de/auto/aktuell/hamburg-hochbahn-startet-tests-mitautonomem-kleinbus-heat-a1279839.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Pes16]

Pessaro, Brian; Evaluation of Automated Vehicle Technology for Transit –
2016 Update, 2016,
https://www.nctr.usf.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/NCTR-79060-21Evaluation-of-Automated-VehicleTechnology-for-Transit-2016-Update.pdf.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Pil16]

Pilarski, Björn; Freier, Pascal; Schumann, Matthias; Mobile Device Management–Eine strukturierte Marktanalyse, in: Matthias Knoll, Stefan
Meinhardt (Hrsg.), Mobile Computing,
Wiesbaden, Springer Fachmedien Wiesbaden, 2016, S. 81–94. ISBN 978-3658-12028-3.

[Poh19]

Pohlmann, Heiko; Im Wissenschaftspark
beginnt im Dezember die autonome Zukunft der Stadtwerke Osnabrück, 2019,
https://www.hasepost.de/im-wissenschaftspark-beginnt-im-dezember-dieautonome-zukunft-der-stadtwerke-osnabrueck-157999/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
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[PTV19a]

PTV Group; Karlsruher Institut für
Technologie; Rödl & Partner; Voraussetzungen & Einsatzmöglichkeiten von
automatisiert und elektrisch fahrenden
(Klein-) Bussen im ÖPNV: Ergebnisse
aus dem Forschungsvorhaben LEA
(Klein-) Bus, 2019, http://mobilitaet21.de/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/70.941_Schlussbericht.pdf.
Called of on 08.07.2020.

[REG16]

REG Regionalentwicklungsgesellschaft
Nordwestbrandenburg; Forschungsprojekt zu automatisiertem Nahverkehr in
Ostprignitz-Ruppin, 2016,
http://www.autonv.de/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/AutoNV_OPR_Forschungsprojekt-zuautonomisiertem-Nahverkehr-inOPR.pdf.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[PTV19b]

PTV Group; Karlsruher Institut für
Technologie; Rödl & Partner; Erforschung der Voraussetzungen und Einsatzmöglichkeiten von automatisiert und
elektrisch fahrenden (Klein-)Bussen im
ÖPNV: Teil 1 Projektsteckbriefe Testbetriebe in Deutschland, 2019, http://mobilitaet21.de/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/70.941_Anlage_1.pdf.
Called of on 30.06.2020.

[REG19]

REG Regionalentwicklungsgesellschaft
Nordwestbrandenburg; Autonomer
Kleinbus startet in Wusterhausen/Dosse!, 2019, https://www.orpbusse.de/files/16BE5CB6668/26.06.2019AutoNV_OPR-Medieninfo-Start.pdf.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[REG20a]

REG Regionalentwicklungsgesellschaft
Nordwestbrandenburg; Fahrplan/Strecke, 2020, https://www.autonv.de/fahrplan-strecke/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[REG20b]

REG Regionalentwicklungsgesellschaft
Nordwestbrandenburg; Einsatzmöglichkeiten automatisierter Kleinbusse, 2020,
https://www.autonv.de/einsatzmoeglichkeiten/.
Called of on 30.07.2020.

[REG20c]

REG Regionalentwicklungsgesellschaft
Nordwestbrandenburg; Das Fahrzeug,
2020, https://www.autonv.de/fahrzeuge/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Reh20]

Rehermann, Vanessa; Erstes autonomes
Fahrzeug in Wiesbaden, 2020,
https://www.frankfurt-live.com/erstesautonomes-fahrzeug-in-wiesbaden119444.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Reu17a]

Reuber, Verena; MO14 lässt hochautomatisierte Shuttle bei Pharmaserv in
Marburg fahren, 2017,
https://www.ruv-lab.de/2017/mo14-laesst-hochautomatisierte-shuttle-beipharmaserv-in-marburg-fahren/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Reu17b]

Reuber, Verena; MO14 und Fraport testen hochautomatisierte Shuttle am Flughafen, 2017, https://www.ruvlab.de/2017/mo14-und-fraport-testenhochautomatisierte-shuttle-am-flughafen/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[R+V18]

[Rai18]

[Rau20]

[Red19]

R+V Allgemeine Versicherung AG; Autonomes Fahren bei R+V: Wie funktioniert das Busprojekt von MO14?, 2018,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=15&v=OGbUOmfwcMU.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Raiffeisen-Gesellschaft; Manuel
Andrack und Dr. Rollinger (R+V) probieren einen selbstfahrenden Bus aus,
2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=iKguX0sQeSw&feature=emb_title.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Rauh, Jürgen; Appel, Alexandra; Graßl,
Maximilian; Empirische Beobachtungen
zur Akzeptanz des Pilotprojektes „Autonom fahrender Kleinbus“ unter den
Bürger∗innen von Bad Birnbach, in:
Andreas Riener, Alexandra Appel,
Wolfgang Dorner, Thomas Huber, Jan
Christopher Kolb, Harry Wagner
(Hrsg.), Autonome Shuttlebusse im
ÖPNV, Berlin, Heidelberg, Springer
Berlin Heidelberg, 2020, S. 159–178.
ISBN 978-3-662-59405-6.
Redaktion Hallertau; Ampel für autonomes Fahren steht auf Grün, 2019,
https://www.idowa.de/inhalt.kelheimampel-fuer-autonomes-fahren-steht-aufgruen.c9c81cc0-f281-4901-b446497a4bc61842.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
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[Reu18a]

Reuber, Verena; MO14 vier Wochen
lang mit EMMA auf Mainzer Straßen
unterwegs, 2018, https://www.ruvlab.de/2018/mo14-vier-wochen-langmit-emma-auf-mainzer-strassen-unterwegs/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Reu18b]

Reuber, Verena; MO14 erlangt Zulassung für hochautomatisiertes Shuttle,
2018, https://www.ruvlab.de/2018/mo14-erlangt-zulassungfuer-hochautomatisiertes-shuttle/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Rhe18]

Rhein-Neckar-Verkehr GmbH; Gut programmiert mit dem RoboShuttledurch
Mannheim-Franklin, 2018, https://technologieregion-karlsruhe.de/fileadmin/user_upload/3_Vortrag_Roboshuttle__Regionalkonferenz_14.06.pdf.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Rhe19]

[Rhe20]

[Ric18]

[Rie19]

Rhein-Main-Verkehrsverbund GmbH;
Alle einsteigen: Autonome Fahrzeuge in
Frankfurt am Main ab sofort im Testbetrieb, 2019, https://www.rmv.de/c/de/informationen-fuer-journalisten/presse/pressemitteilungen2019/20092019-alle-einsteigen-autonome-fahrzeuge-in-frankfurt-am-mainab-sofort-im-testbetrieb.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Rhein-Main-Verkehrsverbund GmbH;
Easy, 2020, https://www.probefahrt-zukunft.de/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Richter, Thomas; Verbundprojekt AutoNV_OPR, Technische Universität Berlin, 2018, https://mil.brandenburg.de/media_fast/4055/Richter_TU%
20Berlin.pdf.
Called of on 30.06.2020.
Riebsamen, Hans; Die Kameras sehen
das Gras wachsen, 2019,
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/rheinmain/frankfurt/autonomes-fahren-testam-frankfurter-mainkai-16395676.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Rin12]

Ringat, Knut; Herausforderungen für
den Öffentlichen Personenverkehr - Wo
hilft die Forschungsförderung?, Berlin,
Rhein-Main-Verkehrsverbund GmbH,
24.09.2012, 24. September 2012.

[Rit18]

Ritz, Johannes; Mobilitätswende – autonome Autos erobern unsere Straßen,
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Wiesbaden. Springer Fachmedien Wiesbaden, 2018. ISBN 978-3-658-20952-0.
[SAE18]

SAE International; SAE J3016: Taxonomy and defnitions for terms related to
driving automation systems for on-road
motor vehicles, 15.06.2018.

[Sch18]

Schlieker, Karl; Freie Fahrt für autonomen Bus in Wiesbaden, 2018,
https://www.wiesbadener-kurier.de/wirtschaft/wirtschaft-regional/freie-fahrt-fur-autonomen-bus-inwiesbaden_18829184.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sch19a]

Schleswig-Holsteinischer Zeitungsverlag GmbH & Co. KG; Ab Februar fährt
Emil ganz alleine, 2019,
https://www.shz.de/26793677.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sch19b]

Schmidt, Frederic; Entwicklung einer
Methodik zur Bewertung bestehender
Infrastruktur hinsichtlich der Nutzbarkeit für autonome Busse als Zubringer
zum SPNV, Karlsruhe, April 2019, Masterarbeit, Karlsruhe.

[Sta18a]

Stadtwerke Verkehrsgesellschaft Frankfurt am Main mbH; Autonomer Bus:
VGF und Continental richten Testbetrieb ein, 2018, https://www.vgfffm.de/de/aktuellpresse/news/einzelansicht/autonomer-bus-vgf-und-continental-richten-testbetrieb-ein/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sta18b]

Starkenburg, Luke; Self Driving Bus
Berlin Charité Hospital, 2018,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJ
Oy5wPOmzU.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sta19a]

Stadt Aachen; Marktliner, 2019,
http://ratsinfo.aachen.de/bi/___tmp/tmp/4508103615249
5815/152495815/00360956/56-Anlagen/02/2019-10-31PraesentationMoAMarktliner.pdf.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sta19b]

Stadt Monheim am Rhein; Autonomer
Bus: Verkehrsregelungen ändern sich,
2019, https://www.monheim.de/stadtleben-aktuelles/news/nachrichten/autonomer-bus-verkehrsregelungen-aendernsich-7048.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sta19c]

Stadt Monheim am Rhein; Autonomer
Bus: Start für die Vermessung der
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Strecke, 2019, https://www.monheim.de/stadtleben-aktuelles/news/nachrichten/autonomer-bus-start-fuer-dievermessung-der-strecke-7131.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
[Sta19d]

Stadt Aachen; Sachstand Marktliner,
2019, http://ratsinfo.aachen.de/bi/to020.asp?TOLFDNR=9544
6.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sta19e]

Stadt Monheim am Rhein; Startschuss
für die autonom fahrenden Linienbusse
in Monheim am Rhein, 2019,
https://www.monheim.de/stadtleben-aktuelles/news/nachrichten/startschussfuer-die-autonom-fahrenden-linienbusse-in-monheim-am-rhein-6644.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sta20a]

Stadt Regensburg; Anlage 2: Fahr-und
Fußwege im Gewerbepark Regensburg
und die Anbindung an den ÖPNV, 2020,
https://srv19.regensburg.de/bi/___tmp/tmp/45-181136150280108/150280108/00300146/4
6-Anlagen/02/Anlage2.pdf.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sta20b]

Stadt Kelheim; Autonomes Fahren in
Kelheim, 2020, https://www.kelheim.de/autonomes-fahren/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sta20c]

Stadtwerke Osnabrück AG; Verschiebung der Hubi-Testphase in Bad Essen,
2020, https://www.hubchain.de/aktuelles/verschiebung-der-hubi-testphase-inbad-essen/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sta20d]

[Sta20e]

[Sta20f]

Stadt Regensburg; Durchführung einer
zweijährigen Testphase für den Betrieb
von autonom fahrenden Kleinbussen
(People Mover), 2020, https://srv19.regensburg.de/bi/vo020.asp?VOLFDNR=1591
0#searchword.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Stadtwerke Osnabrück AG; Testphase
am ICO in Osnabrück ist beendet!,
2020, https://www.hubchain.de/streckennetz/ico-osnabrueck/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Stadt Regensburg; Autonomer Shuttlebus für den Gewerbepark, 2020,
https://www.regensburg.de/regensburg507/kurz-knapp/autonomer-shuttlebus-
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fuer-den-gewerbepark.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
[Sta20g]

Stadtwerke Osnabrück AG; HUB
CHAIN startet zweite Testphase am
Wissenschaftspark Osnabrück, 2020,
https://www.hubchain.de/aktuelles/hubchain-startet-zweite-testphase-am-wissenschaftspark-osnabrueck/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sta20h]

Stadtwerke Osnabrück AG; Die Hub
Chain-Strecke in Bad Essen, 2020,
https://www.hubchain.de/streckennetz/bad-essen/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Ste19]

Steffen, Ulrich; Autonome Shuttlebusse
in Wusterhausen, personel interview on
13.12.2019.

[Str20]

Strumann, Holger; Im Sommer geht in
Soest der erste Bus ohne Fahrer am
Lenkrad auf Tour, 2020,
https://www.soester-anzeiger.de/lokales/soest/sommer-geht-soest-erste-ohnefahrer-13522300.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Süd18a]

Südwestdeutsche Landesverkehrs-AG;
Premiere in Baden-Württemberg: Autonom fahrender Bus rollt in Lahr, 2018,
https://www.sweg.de/html/aktuell/aktuell_u.html?&m=761&artikel=10840&cataktuell=716&volltextstichwortsuche=autonom.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Süd18b]

Südwestdeutsche Landesverkehrs-AG;
Autonomer Bus in Lahr, 2018,
https://www.sweg.de/html/media/dl.html?i=36405.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Süd20a]

Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH; Galerie,
2020, https://www.sam-unterwegs.de/Galerie/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Süd20b]

Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH; SAM
„Südwestfalen Autonom & Mobil“,
2020, https://www.sam-unterwegs.de/.

[Süd20c]

Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH; SAM
„Südwestfalen Autonom & Mobil“ - Erfahrungen aus Drolshagen, 2020,
https://www.sam-unterwegs.de/Erfahrungen-aus-Drolshagen/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Sus19]

Sustainable Mobility for All; Global
Roadmap of Action: Toward Sustainable Mobility, 2019,
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https://sum4all.org/data/files/gra-globalroadmapofaction-press.pdf.
Called of on 08.07.2020.
[Syl19a]

[Syl19b]

[Sys06]

[Tec20a]

[Tec20b]

Sylter Verkehrsgesellschaft; Autonom,
2019, https://www.nafbus.de/app/download/14377129629/Flyer%20SVG%20
NAF%20Bus%20mit%20Fahrplan.pdf?t
=1593689153.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Sylt TV; Sylts autonomer Bus in Keitum
wurde sehr positiv angenommen, 2019,
https://www.sylt-tv.com/sylts-autonomer-bus-in-keitum-wurde-sehr-positivangenommen.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Syska, Andreas; Produktionsmanagement: Das A - Z wichtiger Methoden
und Konzepte für die Produktion von
heute, Wiesbaden. GWV Fachverlage
GmbH, 2006. ISBN 978-3-8349-90914.
Technische Universität Berlin; Mit autonom fahrenden Bussen durch Berlin,
2020, https://www.tu-berlin.de/ztg/projektseiten/neues_forschungsprojekt_shuttles_co_digitales_testfeld_stadtverkehr/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Technische Universität Hamburg-Harburg; Tabula - Team, 2020,
https://www2.tuhh.de/tabula/team/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Tec20c]

Technische Universität Hamburg-Harburg; Tabula, 2020,
https://www2.tuhh.de/tabula/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Tec20d]

Technische Universität Hamburg-Harburg; Projektdurchführung, 2020,
https://www2.tuhh.de/tabula/projektdurchfuehrung/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Tec20e]

Technische Universität Hamburg-Harburg; Allgemeine Fragen zum Projekt
TaBuLa, 2020, https://www2.tuhh.de/tabula/faq/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Töp97]

Töpfer, Armin; Kernfragen des Benchmarking, in: Armin Töpfer (Hrsg.),
Benchmarking - Der Weg zu Best Practice, Berlin, Heidelberg, Springer-Verlag, 1997, S. 3–14. ISBN 978-3-64260821-6.
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[Tra18]

Trauner, Sandra; Zukunft des Nahverkehrs, 2018, https://www.op-online.de/region/frankfurt/zukunft-nahverkehrs-9791305.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Ver17]

Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Necker GmbH;
Die Zukunft der Mobilität in Mannheim,
2017, https://www.vrn.de/verbund/presse/pressemeldungen/pm/003249/index.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Ver18]

Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Necker GmbH;
RoboShuttle auf FRANKLIN ab Frühjahr 2019geplant, 2018,
https://www.vrn.de/mam/verbund/presse/pm/dokumente/2018/2218_projekt_roboshuttle_auf_franklin_bei_vdv-zukunftskongress_in_berlin_vorgestellt.docx.pdf.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Ver20a]

Verband Deutscher Verkehrsunternehmen; Autonome Shutte-Bus-Projekte in
Deutschland, 2020,
https://www.vdv.de/liste-autonomeshuttle-bus-projekte.aspx.
Called of on 17.07.2020.

[Ver20b]

Verkehrsgemeinschaft Landkreis Kelheim; Kelheim Altstadtbus, 2020,
https://www.landkreis-kelheim.de/media/5361/autonome-verkehre-din-a4-_quer-kelheim.jpg.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Ver20c]

Verkehrsbetriebe Hamburg-Holstein
GmbH; Automatisiert verkehrende
Busse im Kreis Herzogtum Lauenburg,
2020, https://vhhbus.de/tabula-autonomes-fahren/.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Ver20d]

Verkehrsgemeinschaft Landkreis Kelheim; Abendsberg Stadtbus, 2020,
https://www.landkreis-kelheim.de/media/5360/autonome-verkehre-din-a4-_quer-abensberg.jpg.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[Ver20e]

Verkehrsgemeinschaft Landkreis Kelheim; Weltenburg Kloster, 2020,
https://www.landkreis-kelheim.de/media/7297/autonome-verkehre-weltenburg.jpg.
Called of on 09.06.2020.

[von17]

von Aster, Ernst-Luwig; Unterwegs in
Deutschlands erstem autonomen Bus,
2017, https://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/bus-ohne-fahrer-unterwegs-in-
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deutschlands-erstem-autonomen.2165.de.html?dram:article_id=392232.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
[Wes19]

[Wie17]

[Wil17]

[Win20a]

Westdeutscher Rundfunk; E-Bus beschädigt: Autonomes Fahren in Monheim verzögert sich, 2019,
https://www1.wdr.de/nachrichten/rheinland/autonomes-fahren-monheim-busbeschaedigt-100.html.
Called of on 09.06.2020.
Wiener Städtische Versicherungs AG;
Fünf Stufen des autonomen Fahren,
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